l Introduction* The completion problem to be considered may be informally and tentatively described as follows.
Let jy be a class of systems of some type (e.g., S^ will be the class of all fields in Example 1; cf. § § 6,7). For all a,bes^ let "α < 6" mean that a is a subsystem (e.g., subfield in Example 1) of b. For each a e Ssf let π(a) be a set of propositional forms 1 involving unknowns (e.g., polynomial equations in one unknown in Example 1); each of these forms may become a true or false proposition upon substitution of elements of a for the unknowns; a substitution turning a form into a true proposition is a solution of the form. For each a e s/ let π\a) be the set of all members of π(a) with solutions (relative to a). If α, b e Szf and a <b, then each peπ(a) will correspond to some member, say pl(p), of π(b) (e.g., if sf is the class of all groups, the propositional form "y~λxy Φ x for some y in α" in unknown x could correspond to "y~λxy Φ x for some y in 6"). We may say that a e s/ is complete if and only if for each b e s^ with a < b and each p e π(a): if p has no solution (relative to α), then p\{p) has no solution (relative to 6). (E.g., in Example 1, a field is complete if and only if it is algebraically closed.) The completion problem to be considered is: Does each a e s$f have a complete extension? 2 This extension problem will be formulated rigorously in § § 5,6. In some explicit special cases in modern algebra the existence of a complete extension rests on (transfinitely) recursive definitions the justification of which at first glance would seem to require a very strong version of the axiom of choice (cf. Remark 5 of § 7) . In this paper the set-theoretic foundations of such procedures will be examined. The result is a theorem from which will follow the usual extension theorems via the usual weak version of the axiom of choice.
2. Set'theoretic preliminaries* In axiomatic set theory one may consider the following versions of the axiom of choice.
Weak version. If M is a set of nonvoid sets, there is a function φ on M such that φ(X) e X for each lei.
Strong version. If ^^ is a class 3 of nonvoid sets, there is a function φ on ^£ such that <p(X) e X for each X e ^Γ.
Stronger version. If ^f is a class, there is a function <£> on dom(^T) 4 such that φ c ^. 5 Strongest version. If ^C is a class, there is a function <£> on dom (^t) such that 9? c ^ and such that for all u,ve dom (^^), if for each object y, [u, y] e ^ if and only if [v, y] e ^, then φ(u) = 9> (v). β In the rest of this paper we will assume that we are working in a set theory of the kind considered by Mostowski [4, with the Fundierungsaxiom not assumed and with the weak version of the axiom of choice assumed. Such a set theory may be obtained by modifying the system considered by Godel [3] (this system being essentially developed by von Neumann and further refined by Bernays [1] ) as follows. There is allowed the existence of atoms (also called Urelements) -elements which are not sets -, and the usual axioms are modified to accomodate them. Thus each object in the theory is either an element or a class. A set is an element which is a class. An atom is an element which is not a class. Intuitive language will be used throughout, but with precision.
We now have what might be regarded as a weakest reasonable set theory in which practically all of modern mathematics can be developed. In considering such a minimal set theory the writer is interested in generality not only as such but also in its effects on foundational methodology.
The writer feels (without proof) that the stronger version of the axiom of choice is not a consequence of the strong version in the theory under consideration. The stronger version has been stated partly in anticipation of Remark 5 of § 7. Throughout this paper έ? will be the class of all ordinal numbers/ The void set is 0 e &.
For each class ^//f, &{^} will be the class of all subsets of ^-fί» 3 A class may be too big to be a set. 4 For each class ^#, the domain of ^f is the class dom (-#) consisting of all x for which [x y y] = {{x}, {%,y}}€^ for some y, and the image of Λt is the class im( <) consisting of all y for which [x,y]£-^ for some x. 5 The stronger version says roughly that there is a choice function for every "family" of classes, the "family" of classes being "{{y\ [x,y] G tf}} x eάom{^t)". 6 The strongest version says roughly that there is a choice function for every "class" of classes, the "class" of classes being "{{2/|[a;, y]£^}\xGdom( rf)}". In the von NeumannBernays-Gδdel theory including the axiom of foundation (and in which every member of each class is a set) the strongest version is a consequence of the strong version via wellordering of the universe (cf. [8] and [1, pp. 70-71] It now follows that for each element x, if there is a set X (perhaps void) of atoms such that xe^y(X) for some 7 6^, then there is a minimum such set X. Such a minimum set X will be called a foundation of x.
Although we will not assume it without specific mention, we shall have occasion to consider the effects of the axiom of foundation (Fundierungsaxiom): If ^ is a nonvoid class of sets, then ^ n X is void for some X e ^. In the system of set theory in which we are working the axiom of foundation is equivalent to the (in the writer's opinion, intuitively better motivated) statement:
For each set X, Xe^y (A) for some TG^5 and some set A of atoms.
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Thus the axiom of foundation is equivalent to the statement that each set has a foundation.
Consider a set X. Now U X -{u \ u e x for some xe X}. We define U* X f°r eac h ordinal number a ^ ω 9 by induction so that \J° X = X, LΓ +1 X = U LΓ X for each a e ω, and (J ω X = U {U* -X"l a e ω}. Now U ω X is the transitive closure of X as defined in [1, IV, p. 136] (cf. also [1, VI, p. 68] ), i.e., the smallest set Y such that X a Y and such that Z a Y for each set Ze Y. Let A = {$ | x e \J ω X; x is an atom}. It may be shown that X has a foundation if and only if Xe^y(A) for some 7G^. It may be shown that if X has a foundation, then A is the foundation of X.
3 Subuniverses The content of §3 remains valid in the absence of an axiom of choice. We define a subuniverse to be any class 5^* such that for each set X,Xe7^ if and only if I c y , Suppose 3^ is a subuniverse. Recall that all notions within the theory may be defined in terms of the primitive notions element, class, G by use of the usual logical connectives and the notion of logical identity (these are formalized in the first order predicate calculus with equality). If the notions element, class, Φ e Ψ are replaced by the notions member of 5*~, subclass of 3^, Φ e Ψ c 5^ respectively and all subsequent notions are modified accordingly, the axioms of set theory give rise to new statements which may be proved from the original axioms and the statement that ^ is a subuniverse. These observations motivate the choice of the term subuniverse. (Cf. § 8.) Suppose ^" is a subuniverse. It may be proved by transfinite induction that γeT" for each γe^. Thus £? c 5^. Moreover, if ler, then yj^Xeψ^.
If ler, then &**(X)zjr for each αe^\ Under the switch in terminology described in the previous paragraph, ordinal number is invariant. The same is true of the "operators" U Λ (OL ^ ω) and ^*(ae 6?) when they are restricted to members of 5^~. The same is true of many other notions, and this point will be belabored no further here. (Cf. § 8.) From now on, ^ will be the universe (thus <g/ is the largest subuniverse), and ^0 will be the class of all atoms.
For each class ^f we define the hull of Szf to be the class
For each atom a we define the hull of a to be the class £έf({ά\). For each object Φ the hull of Φ is the smallest subuniverse of which Φ is either a subclass or a member and may be called the subuniverse generated by Φ, The axiom of foundation is equivalent to the statement that <%/ = r(^0). This fact and the observations in the second paragraph of § 3 constitute essentially the classical proof of the theorem that if the axiomatic system under consideration is consistent, then the axiomatic system constituted by the axioms of the system under consideration and the axiom of foundation is consistent; this proof is often given when / 0 = 0, as in [1, VI] , and is due to J. von Neumann [8] . Observe that ^f{ϋ) is the smallest subuniverse. Observe that if the class Λί satisfies the condition in the stronger (resp., strongest) version of the axiom of choice, then ^€ is amenable (resp., perfectly amenable).
Observe that if ^ff is a class and {y\ [%,y] There is a function, say φ, which makes jSf [perfectly] amenable. Then
y]\xe c^(j^); for some u e Sif(szf), [%, u] e
and y e ψ(u)} .
Since ^r c ^f(j^) x ^(J^), there is a function, say ξ, which makeŝ [perfectly] amenable. For each x e dom {^/f), let β(x) be the smallest 76^ such that there are u,ye ^f (s^) for which [x, u] e ^f, yeψ(u) Π ξ(x), and ^G^7(U ω^/ ) (the existence of such 7 follows from the definitions of ξ, Λ\ ψ, Jδf). For each xedom(^Γ) let In the rest of this paper 21 (resp., 2X 0 ) will be the statement that every class is amenable (resp., perfectly amenable). REMARK 1. Consider the statements: (i) ^o is void, (ii) ^o is a set, (iii) ^o is equi-potent to a subclass of #*, (iv) There is a function τ from έ? to ^*( ^0) such that ^4 = U im(τ). It is easily established that
If the axiom of foundation holds, it is easily established from Corollary 1.2 that THEOREM 
Suppose 21. Suppose that ^ is a class and that & c ^ x ^ is a transitive and anti-reflexive relation. Suppose that every subset of & which is well-ordered by & has an &-upper bound in ^.
Then either <& has an ^-maximal member or for each αe^, <& has a subset of type a under ^P. u>12 Proof. Let W" be the class of all nonvoid subsets of ^ which are well-ordered by &, and let J7~ c W" x ^ be the relation such that for all T7e^~ and ce<if, W^~c if and only if w&c for each weW.
By SI there is a function, say Γ, making J7~ amenable. Consider c e <Sf and a e έ? such that a > 0. Let Γ a {c) be the class of all functions / from α to ^ such that /(0) = c and such that for each βea with
Then Γ a (c) is a set. To prove this consider 7 e ^\{0} such that Γ y (c) is not a set while Γ β (c) is a set for each β e τ\{0}. If Ύ = 1, then Γ γ (c) = {{[0, c]}} is a set contrary to assumption. If 7 > 1 is not a limit ordinal, then Γ y (c) is equi-potent to a subclass of Λ-i(<0x U {Πi and hence is a set contrary to assumption. If 7 > 1 is a limit ordinal, then Γ y (c) is equi-potent to a class of functions from 7 to
and hence is a set contrary to assumption. Thus there is no first γe^, and hence no 7G^, such that Γ y (c) is not a set; thus Γ ω (c) is a set. Let
is a nonlimit ordinal, for otherwise im(/) has an ^-upper bound d, which may be assumed to be a member of Γ(im(f)) and thus results in 5. The predicate Q and its completion theorem. By Q(jy, -<; π, p, δ, π f ) will be meant the conjunction of (l)- (6) (a) . The following theorem is the first completion theorem in this paper which can be applied to the type of situation described in § 1. Thus c£ is complete.
Suppose there is no set Lc? a having type δ under <%. By Theorem 2, ^α has an ^-maximal member, say b. Then a <b. By the first paragraph of the proof, ^b has an ^-maximal member, say c. lϊ b Φ c, then b<9ζc, and the ^-maximality of b is contradicted. Hence & = c. Thus b is ^-maximal. Thus 6 is complete.
Thus a < b for some complete 6 in any event. Q.e.d. (4) and (6) Jί. By ^5(J^, ^, SP\ -<) will be meant the conjunction of (7)-(ll) below and (2) above.
(7) sf is a class, and & is a function from jzf to the class of all sets. (8) Ψ is a class of triples (/, a, b) such that a, be jy and f is a function from &(a) into 598 A. H. KRUSE (9 ) // (/, a, b), (g, 6, c) e Ψ, then (gof, a, c) e Ψ. (10) If α e s/, X is a set, and f is a one-to-one function from onto X, then there is one and only one b e jzf such that X and (/,α,6), (f~\ 6, a) e Ψ. (11) <czjyχ s*f. For all a,be sf, a <b if and only if (/ β , a,b)e¥ where f a = {[x, x] \ x e.&(a)}.
The statement * §(sf, &, Φ, <) will often hold in a situation in which sf is a species of mathematical systems, &{a) is the base set of a for each a e s*f, f is a monomorphism from a to 6 for each (/, α, b) e Ψ, and < is the subsystem relation for jy. In this same situation many familiar examples of Ssf and •< are such that if L is given as in (2), L has a least upper bound under -<; this is the case in Examples 1 and 2 following but is not the case in Example 3. EXAMPLE 1. Let sf be the class of all fields (i.e., triples (F, +, •) with the usual properties), and let •< be the subfield relation. Let -{(/> a,b)\a,be Ssf; f is a monomorphism from a to 6} .
Then φ(j^, ^, Φ, <).
EXAMPLE 2. Let sf be the class of all groups (i.e., couples (G, •) with the usual properties), and let < 9 & 9 Φ be defined in the obvious way in analogy with Example 1. Then EXAMPLE 3. Let szf be the class of all topological spaces (i.e., couples (X, T) with the usual properties, T consisting of the open subsets of X), and let < be the topological subspace relation. Let
, T),X]\(X, T) ψ = {(f f a,b)\a,be J^ f is a homeomorphism of a into 6} . Then ^3(J^, ^, Ψ, <). Here (2) may be proved as follows. IfLcj/ is a set well-ordered by -<, let σ(L) = (Γ, U) where Y = U {&(a>) \ae L} and U= {Z\Z(Z Y; X n Z e T for each (X, T)eL}.
Given L as just specified, a < o{L) for each a e L, but not necessarily is o{L) a <-supremum of L. LEMMA 
Suppose ?β(j^, &, W, <), or suppose merely (7)-(ll).

Then < is reflexive on sf and partially orders
Proof. Consider a e jy. By (10) there is b e s^ such that and (/ β ,α,6), (f-\b,a)eΨ, where f a =fά 1 =fa°fa is given as in (11), and (/ β , α, α) e Φ by (9) . Hence a < a by (11). Thus < is reflexive onj/. By (7), (8), (11), and (9) (8), and c -d by (10) (for f a = f~\ and (/ c , e, e), (/r\ c, e) e y by -< being reflexive on jy). Thus -< partially orders jaΛ Q.e.d. LEMMA 2. Suppose ^>(sf', ^, SP", -<), or suppose merely (7)-(ll). Consider (/,a, (7), (8) By 5R(jy, .^, ?Γ, -<; π, />, δ, π'; S, θ) will be meant the conjunction of (l)-(ll) above and (12)- (13) 
If c<a, then ,^(c) c ^(α).
Proof. If c<a, then ^(c) c ^(a) by
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A field aejz?
is <-7Γ-τr'-complete if and only if a is algebraically closed (algebraically complete would be a better term).
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EXAMPLE 2 (continued). Let μe έ?. Let π be the function on jy such that for each a - (G, ) e J^, ττ(α) is the set of all couples (X, Y) such that (i) and (ii) below hold, (i) X U Y is a set of triples (g,h,j) of finite sequences g,h,j such that dom (#) = άom(h) = dom (i), im(flf) c G, im(/i) is a set of integers, and im(i) c fc$ μ .
(ii) The cardinal of X U Γ is < ^μ. Let TΓ' be the function on sf such that for each a = (G, ) e -β^» ^'ί^) is the set of all (X, Y) e ττ(α) for which there is a function fc: ^μ -> G such that (β being the neutral element of G under ) 16 A finite sequence is any element which is an %-tuple for some nQω. 17 π(α) will serve as a set-theoretically meaningful substitute for the "class" of polynomial equations over a. π r (α) gives rise to the "class" of polynomial equations over a with solutions in a. 18 As is well-known, a field a is algebraically closed if and only if every nontrivial polynomial equation over a has a root in a. The proof of this of course uses information about the nature of the elements of <#; information of this type has no bearing on the methods of this paper.
Let θ be the function with domain indicated in (12) such that (in the notation of (12) Then 5ft*(j^, ,^, SF, <; π, ^μ +1 , π'; 0, #).
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A group αe j^ is <-π-π'-complete if and only if a is algebraically closed (^μ) in the sense of W. R. Scott [6] {algebraically complete (^μ) would be a better term).
7 The completion theorem for 5R The second completion theorem in this paper is Theorem 4 below and can be applied to the type of situation described in § 1 without the assumption 31. Proof. The proofs of the statements obtained from (7) (11), hence (since also (/, b, c) eΨ and /°Λ = /.) (Λ, α, c) 6 ?Γ by (9) , and hence a < c by (11). Moreover, αU^e ^, and hence c e 3^. The statement obtained from (2) by replacing ^ζ^, ^, Ψ, < by n^^n^uTl^, <U^Λ respectively follows from the previous paragraph. Q. e. d. LEMMA 4. Suppose 9ϊ(jy, &, ¥, <; π, p, δ, π'; S, θ) , and suppose is a subuniverse and Se^.
Then 3i(j^f Π ^, & Π 3^, Ψ Π ^, n 3^"; π n ^, /> n 3^, δ, π' n ^ s, (? n
Proof. The obvious analogues of (2)- (13) must be proved (recall that (1) follows from (2)- (13)). By (12), for each a e j*% a e ψ if and only if ^(α) e 3*". Then for (2) and (7)-(ll) apply Lemma 3. The proof of the analogue of the conjunction of (3) and (12) is routine. Then also the proofs of the analogues of (4), (6), and (13) are routine. Consider any set L c sf Π 5^ of type d under •< Π 3^. Let b be given by (5) . There are B L , a, and c as in the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3. Then c e sf Π 3^, and a <c for each aeL.
Moreover, (/, δ, c), (f-\ c, b) e Ψ, and hence π(c) = im((0/)ί) by (13). Let JΓ be the class of all pairs [d, e] such that d < 6, e < c, (f\ &(d), d, e) e Ψ, and (Z" 1 1 &(e) , e, d) e Ψ. By Lemma 2, ^ is a one-to-one •<-preserving function from {d\d <b} onto {e | e < c}. Moreover, for each ae L r f\ &(a) = f a where f a is as in (11), and hence ^(a) = a. By (5) and (13),
The obvious analogue of (5) follows from the previous paragraph. Q.e.d. LEMMA 5. Suppose 9ΐ(j^, ^, Ψ, <; π, p, S, π'; S, θ) , suppose y is a subuniverse, and suppose Se^ and αGj/ΠT".
Then a is <-π-ρ-π'-complete if and only if a is {<
Suppose a is ^-complete. Consider p e π(a) and b e s/ such that a < b and p\{p) e τr'(δ). Let L = {α}, and consider / and c obtained from L and 6 as in the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 3. Then cej/ΠT', and a < c. Moreover, (/, 6, c) , (f~\ c, 6) e ?P\ and / α , where / β is as in (11). By (13), (/, 6, c) e dom (θ), and since ^(p) G τr'(δ). Since α is ^-complete, p e ττ'(α). It now follows that a is ^-TΓ-^-π'-complete. Q.e.d. Proof. Consider αej/. Let 5^ = 3tf{&ifC) U S). Then ^ is a subuniverse, and each subclass of 3^ is amenable by Corollary 1.1. By Lemma 4, #(J^ n ^, ^ Π ^, P Π ^, < Π ^ ?r n r, |0 Π 5^, ί, TΓ' n 3^"; S, 0 Π 3^). Hence Q(J^ Π 3^, •< Π ^ π Π 3^, /> Π 3^, δ, π' Π 5θ. Also, ae 3*\ By Remark 4 applied to Theorem 3, a < b for some {< Π 3Ό-(ττ Π 3O-(j0 Π 3θ-(τr' Π 50-complete δ, and a such b is K-π-jO-π'-complete by Lemma 5. Q.e.d. EXAMPLE 1 (concluded) . By Theorem 4 every field is a subfield of an algebraically closed field (this is a classical theorem of E. Steinitz). EXAMPLE 2 (concluded). By Theorem 4 every group is a subgroup of an algebraically closed (^μ) group (W. R. Scott [6] ). REMARK 5. We now return to the point raised at the end of § 1. Suppose the stronger version of the axiom of choice holds. Then Theorem 1 is fairly easy to prove in two steps, each step consisting of a (transfinite) recursive definition which parallels an application of Theorem 2 in the previous proof of Theorem 3. Given a e jy, the first step leads to b e sz? with the relationship to a given in Remark 3; the recursive definition leading to b is facilitated by a well-ordering of ττ(α). Given aejy, we next define by transfinite induction a family {α fl) } α<8 of members of j^f such that a o -a f a<β<δ implies α* < a β9 and for each a < δ the relation between a a and a a+1 is the same as the relation between a and b in the first step. The second step is capped by appealing to (5) to get a -<-7r-j0-7r'-complete b e s%f with a <b.
In many proofs in the literature following somewhat the pattern just outlined (e.g., one of the usual proofs of the theorem at the end of Example 1 and the proof in [6] of the theorem at the end of Example 2), the justification of the inductive definitions has been ignored. This amounts to allowing the proof to be infinite (but "well-ordered") and thereby incapable of being effectively expressed-it is left unchecked whether the transfinite succession of choices in an inductive definition may be replaced by a single choice function. This point gains interest in ZermeloFraenkel set theory (with no classes), in which the stronger version of the axiom of choice is unavailable.
Essentially the pattern of proof outlined in Remark 5 could be used to prove Theorem 3. The pattern would have to be modified to include devices enabling the recursive definitions to proceed on the basis of the weak version of the axiom of choice. The proof thereby would become substantially more complex than the simple pattern of Remark 5. In some proofs in the literature following roughly the pattern of proof in Remark 5, each step of each recursive definition in the proof is uniquely prescribed by an explicit "construction". The objection raised at the end of Remark 5 is thus obviated. For example, in [2, pp. 9-10 ] the proof of R. Baer's theorem that every module over a ring with unity is a submodule of an injective module (over the same ring) follows such a pattern.
It is clear that the technique of Example 2 may be applied to many other species of algebraic systems. For example, one may define a ring r to be ^ ^-complete if and only if (roughly) every system of fewer than Wμ polynomial equations and inequations in fewer than fc$ μ unknowns (here a polynomial is a sum of words in ring elements and unknowns) that has no solution in r has no solution in any ring having r as a subring. Then every ring is a subring of an fc^-complete ring. One may express similar theorems for ordered rings, ordered groups, nonassociative rings, etc. In such examples, the set S in Theorem 4 might arise from a fixed set of operators or coefficient domain.
The predicate 9ΐ* is more convenient than 3ϊ in all examples indicated so far. A general class of examples in which 3t seems not to reduce to SR* will now be indicated in rough terms.
Suppose that c <^ and ^0 are categories (in the usual Eilenberg and MacLane sense) of mathematical systems and their homomorphisms, and suppose that Φ is a covariant functor from <& to <g^. The informal language of §1 will now be used. Let Stf (resp., J<) be the class of systems in ^ (resp., <^0). Let < 0 be the subsystem relation for Ssζ. (p) has no solution relative to Φ{b). For such <,π 9 p,π f , we must think in terms of 3ΐ rather than 3ΐ*.
The writer intends to apply the principles of the preceding paragraph to algebraic topology in another paper. The set S in Theorem 4 will arise from the coefficient group of a homology theory.
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(Added in proof.) Remarks on subuniverses* Since writing the preceding part of this paper the writer has read the work of J. C. Shepherdson [9] on inner models for set theory. Although [9] does not admit atoms, it could easily be modified to do so. Following [9, Part I, page 186, and Part II, page 225], we may say that a class y determines a super-complete model if and only if: If the notions element, class, ΦeΨ are replaced by the notions member of ^~, subclass of y, Φ e Ψ c 5^* respectively (and all subsequent notions are modified accordingly), the axioms of set theory give rise to new statements which are true.
The definition of determines a super-complete model just given may easily be rendered in the primitive formalism of axiomatic set theory. Observe from §3 that every subuniverse determines a super-complete model. The in variance of ordinal number and many other notions under the switch in terminology mentioned in § 3 is then a consequence of the results of [9, Part I, § 2] extended to the case in which the existence of atoms is allowed.
It is easy to prove that for each class 5^~, ψ" is a subuniverse if and only if 3^ determines a super-complete model and each subset of 2^* is a member of 3^.
